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Abstract

Background suppressed Doppler broadening spectroscopy using a two detector coincidence technique of the
positron annihilationγ -radiation has been employed on single crystalline Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ high Tc superconductor. Th
spectra at different sample temperatures have been compared with the room temperature spectrum by construc
curve. The results indicate an effective shift of oxygen ions towards the Bi–O plane from the Cu–O plane just ab
superconducting transition temperature.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Positron annihilation techniques are well-know
nuclear solid-state techniques [1,2] used to study
electronic structure, defect properties, electron d
sity distributions and the electron momentum distr
utions in materials. Among these techniques, Dop
broadened electron–positron annihilationγ -radiation
(DBEPAR) measurements are very useful to pro
the electron momentum distributions in materials.
the DBEPAR measurement technique positron fr
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a radioactive (22Na) source is thermalized inside th
material and annihilate with an electron emitting tw
oppositely directed 511 keVγ -rays [2]. Depending
upon the momentum of the electron (p) these 511 keV
γ -rays are Doppler shifted by an amount±�E in the
laboratory frame, where

�E = pLc/2,

pL is the component of the electron momentum,p,
along the measurement direction. Measuring th
Doppler shifts by a high resolution HPGe detec
one can measure the electron momentum distr
.
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tions inside a material. In the conventional one det
tor Doppler broadening experiment, the peak to ba
ground ratio of the photo-peak of the 511 keV an
hilatedγ -rays is typically∼ 30 : 1. Thus the conven
tional one detector Doppler broadening experimen
restricted to probe the average distribution of the low
momentum region of the electrons in a material. T
peak to background ratio can be improved by m
than two orders of magnitude by use of the two det
tor coincidence Doppler broadening technique [3]. U
ing this technique one can measure the contribut
of the core and the valence electron momentum in
Doppler broadening spectrum.

After the discovery of high temperature superco
ductor different experimental techniques, includ
the positron annihilation techniques [4–10] have b
employed to understand the mechanism of the h
temperature superconductivity (HTSC). The main a
of positron annihilation probing on HTSC is to stu
the superconductivity induced changes in the elec
density distributions and in the electron moment
distributions. Employing positron annihilation tec
niques it may not be possible to probe directly the “
perconducting electrons”. But from the variations
the temperature dependent positron annihilation p
meters (both lifetime and DBEPAR line shape pa
meters) it has been concluded that at or near the su
conducting transition temperature there occurs so
structural changes [8–11] which may be linked w
the mechanism of high temperature superconducti

Presently we are reporting the results of the coin
dence Doppler broadening of the electron–positron
nihilation radiation (CDBEPAR) experiment on hig
quality single crystalline Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ (Bi-2212)
HTSC sample. The high peak to background ratio
the measured spectra helps us to determine the
curate variations of electron momentums of differ
atomic sites present in this highly anisotropic cr
tal structured material [12] due to the superconduc
transition.

The Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ crystals were grown by th
traveling-solvent floating-zone technique [13]. Op
cally smooth surfaced high quality cleaved single cr
tals (3 × 5 × 0.15 mm3) were used for the prese
CDBEPAR experiment. The superconducting tran
tion temperatureTc of these samples [14] is 91 K.

The two detector coincidence technique [3] h
been used to achieve the higher peak to backgro
-

-

ratio in the measuredN(E) vs. E spectrum unde
the Doppler broadened 511 keV photo-peak. A HP
detector (efficiency 13%) having energy resolut
of 1.1 keV for the 514 keVγ -ray line of 85Sr
with 6 µs shaping time constant in the spectrosc
amplifier and a 2′′ × 2′′ NaI(Tl) crystal coupled to
a RCA 8850 photomultiplier tube have been plac
oppositely (with an angle 180◦) for the purpose o
coincidence measurement.

About 10 µCi of22NaCl has been deposited direc
on the a–b surface of one of the single crystallin
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ HTSC samples and then cover
with another identical sample. Adoption of this proc
dure completely eliminates annihilation of positrons
the source cover and its contribution to the CDBEP
spectrum. Source-sample sandwich has been pl
inside a vibration free helium cryogenerator (AP
Cryogenics Inc., model number DMX-20) for mai
taining the sample at temperatures in the range 30
30 K. We have chosen a vibration free helium cry
generator to reduce the possibility of the distortion
the CDBEPAR spectrum. The system temperature
been controlled by a temperature controller (Scien
Instruments Inc. 9620-1) with±0.5 K temperature sta
bility.

The gap between the detectors and the sou
sample sandwich has been kept at 30 cm. For e
temperature∼ 107 coincidence counts have be
recorded under the photo-peak of the 511 keVγ -ray
at a rate of 110 counts per second. The ene
per channel of the multichannel analyzer is kept
79.6 eV. Background has been calculated from 60
615 keV energy range of the spectrum. The achie
peak to background ratio is obtained as 14000: 1. The
system stability has been checked frequently du
the progress of the experiment.

In the HTSC, superconductivity induced change
the positron annihilation parameters at high mome
are very small∼ 1% [9]. To observe such a sma
change in the positron annihilation parameters
choose the room temperature (298 K) spectrum
a reference spectrum for the construction of
ratio-curve [15,16] at different temperatures. Rat
curves at 14 different temperatures (252, 203, 1
154, 135, 116, 107, 102, 98, 95, 92, 90, 65, a
30 K) have been constructed for the single crystal
Bi-2212 HTSC sample. Fig. 1 represents the ra
curves at some selected temperature points (T = 203,
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Fig. 1. Ratios of the experimental electron–positron momentum
tributions at different sample temperatures to the electron–pos
momentum distributions at the room temperature (298 K) for
single crystalline Bi-2212 HTSC.

135, 116, 98, 92, 90, and 30 K). In between th
temperature points, ratio-curves follow the same tre
It is clear from Fig. 1 that the ratio-curves for th
temperature region 116 to 92 K have shown a dip
the momentum range(10< pL < 25)×10−3 m0c. But
belowTc (91 K) the dip in the ratio-curves disappea
Ghosh et al., have calculated and shown [17] that
annihilation of positrons with the 3d electrons of C
atom is predominant in the momentum region(15<

pL < 40) × 10−3 m0c.
To characterize the dip in the momentum ran

(10< pL < 25) × 10−3 m0c we have studied the CuO
powder separately by employing CDBEPAR tec
nique. It has been reported that reducing the grain
(< 100 nm) of some metal oxides, e.g., CuO, Zn
etc., by ball mill grinder one can introduce cation v
cancies in the grain surfaces [18,19]. Wang et al. [
show that in the surface of the nano-crystalline C
the atomic ratio of Cu and O (calculated on the ba
of Cu2p and O1s XPS spectra) is approximately equ
to 3 : 4. In case of metal oxides having the grain s
of the order of micro-meter positrons mostly anni
late at the bulk of the material which is more or le
stoichiometric. But in the nano-crystalline metal o
ides (grain size less than 100 nm) a significant amo
of positrons annihilate at the grain surfaces, which
non-stoichiometric, making it possible to probe t
Fig. 2. Ratio of the experimental electron–positron momen
distributions for the nano-crystalline CuO powder to the el
tron–positron momentum distributions for the micro-crystalli
CuO powder.

cation vacancies. Thus we have ball milled 99.9
pure CuO powder (grain size∼ 1 µm) to achieve
the grain size less than 100 nm and constructed
ratio-curve (from the CDBEPAR spectrum) for Cu
nano-crystalline sample with respect to CuO mic
crystalline sample. The ratio-curve (depicted in Fig
shows a broad minimum in the momentum ran
(10 < pL < 25) × 10−3 m0c. This clearly indicates
that in the CuO one can expect a minimum in the m
mentum range(10< pL < 25) × 10−3 m0c when the
system contains more cation vacancies and henc
positrons are less annihilating with the 3d electro
of the Cu ion. Similarly the dip observed in the rati
curves for the Bi-2212 HTSC at temperatures betw
116 and 92 K (see Fig. 1) can be interpreted as sh
ing that less positrons annihilate with 3d electrons
the Cu ions.

We define two area-parameters:RO andRCu. RO is
the total area under the ratio-curve of Fig. 1 from 0
5 × 10−3 m0c, this is a good measure of the fracti
of positrons annihilating with the 2p electrons of t
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Fig. 3. Variation of the area-parameters (a)RO and (b)RCu with
sample temperatures for the single crystalline Bi-2212 HTSC.

oxygen ions. Similarly,RCu is the total area unde
the ratio-curve from 10× 10−3 to 25× 10−3 m0c,
which is a good measure of the fraction of positro
annihilating with the 3d electrons of the Cu ion
Fig. 3(a) and (b) represents the variation ofRO
and RCu, respectively, with sample temperatures
is clear from Fig. 3(a) and (b) that just above t
superconducting transition temperature (116 to 92
positrons are more likely annihilating with the 2
electrons of the oxygen ions than with the 3d electr
of Cu ions. From the positron density distributio
calculations for Bi-2212 system [6,20] it is expect
that positrons are mainly probing the Bi–O plane a
a small fraction is expected to probe the Cu–O pla
To explain the above observations we consider
possibility of an effective shift of the “apical oxygen
ions towards the Bi–O plane, so that the probabi
of positrons to be annihilated with the 2p electro
of the oxygen ions increases. This type of structu
changes also results a decrease in the number of th
electrons in the Cu–O band, which in a way supp
the “charge transfer model” valid for these cupr
superconductors [21].

In conclusion, the less annihilation of the positro
with the 3d electrons of Cu ions and more annihilat
with the 2p electrons of the O ions suggest a shif
the apical oxygen ion towards the Bi–O plane. Pres
analysis of the CDBEPAR spectrum by construct
the ratio-curve helps us to understand with higher c
tainty the variation of the DBEPAR line-shape pa
d

meter with temperature at or around the supercond
ing transition temperature for the highTc cuprate su-
perconductors.
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